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Abstract
A sunﬂower hypergraph SH(n, p, h) is an h-hypergraph of order n = h + (k − 1)p and size k (1ph − 1 and h3), where
each edge (or a “petal”) consists of p distinct vertices and a common subset to all edges with h−p vertices. In this paper, it is shown
that this hypergraph is h-chromatically unique (i.e., chromatically unique in the set of all h-hypergraphs) for every 1ph − 2,
but this is not true for p = h − 1 and k3. Also SH(n, p, h) is not chromatically unique for every p, k2.
© 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Notation and preliminary results
A simple hypergraph H = (V ,E), with order n = |V | and size m = |E|, consists of a vertex-set V (H) = V and
an edge-set E(H) = E, where E ⊆ V and |E|2 for each edge E in E. H is h-uniform, or is an h-hypergraph, if
|E| = h for each E in E and H is linear if no two edges intersect in more than one vertex. A hypergraph, for which
no edge is a subset of any other is called Sperner. Two vertices u, v ∈ V (H) belong to the same component if there
are vertices x0 = u, x1, . . . , xk = v and edges E1, . . . , Ek of H such that xi−1, xi ∈ Ei for each i (1 ik) [1]. H is
said to be connected if it has only one component. A cycle in H [1] is a subhypergraph comprising k distinct vertices
x1, . . . , xk and k distinct edges E1, . . . , Ek of H such that xi−1, xi ∈ Ei for each i (1 ik, indices taken modulo k).
An h-uniform hypertree is a connected linear h-hypergraph without cycles.
If  ∈ N, a -coloring of a hypergraph H is a function f : V (H) → {1, . . . , } such that for each edge E of H there
exist x, y in E for which f (x) = f (y). The number of -colorings of H is given by a polynomial P(H, ) of degree
|V (H)| in , called the chromatic polynomial of H.
Lemma 1.1 (Tomescu [7]). Let H be a hypergraph of order n. Then P(H, ) = n + an−1n−1 + · · · + a1, where
ai =
∑
j0
(−1)jN(i, j) (1 in − 1) (1)
and N(i, j) denotes the number of subhypergraphs of H with n vertices, i components and j edges.
All h-uniform hypertrees have the same chromatic polynomial.
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Lemma 1.2 (Dohmen [4]). If T hk is any h-uniform hypertree with k edges, then
P(T hk , ) = (h−1 − 1)k . (2)
Two hypergraphs H and G are said to be chromatically equivalent or -equivalent, written H ∼ G, if P(H, ) =
P(G, ). Let us restrict ourselves to the class of Sperner hypergraphs.A simple hypergraphH is said to be chromatically
unique if H is isomorphic toH ′ for every simple hypergraphH ′ such thatH ′ ∼ H ; that is, the structure of H is uniquely
determined up to isomorphism by its chromatic polynomial. The notion of -unique graphs was ﬁrst introduced and
studied by Chao and Whitehead [3] (see also [6]). It is clear that all h-hypergraphs are Sperner. The notion of -
uniqueness in the class of h-hypergraphs may be deﬁned as follows: an h-hypergraph H is said to be h-chromatically
unique if H is isomorphic to H ′ for every h-hypergraph H ′ such that H ′ ∼ H .
For h3 let SH(n, p, h) denote the h-hypergraph H (unique up to isomorphism) deﬁned as follows: |V (H)| = n =
h + (k − 1)p (1ph − 1), |E(H)| = k and there exist X ⊂ V (H), |X| = h − p and an equipartition of V (H)\X:
V (H)\X = Y1 ∪ · · · ∪ Yk ,
where |Y1| = · · · = |Yk| = p such that E(H) = (X ∪ Yi)1 ik . Note that SH(n, 1, h) was denoted by SH(n, h) in
[8]. SH(n, p, h) is called the sunﬂower hypergraph with k petals, i.e. edges E1, . . . , Ek for which all the pairwise
intersections Ei ∩ Ej for i = j are equal to X. Note that this terminology goes back to Erdös and Rado [5].
Theorem 1.3 (Borowiecki and Lazuka [2]). SH(n, 1, h) is chromatically unique.
The proof of this result was corrected in [8]. In the next section we shall prove that SH(n, p, h) is h-chromatically
unique for every 2ph − 2.
2. H-chromatic uniqueness of SH(n, p, h)
Lemma 2.1. We have
P(SH(n, p, h), ) = (p − 1)k + pk(h−p − ). (3)
Proof. By (1) we get an−h−(r−1)p+1 = (−1)r
(
k
r
)
for every 1rk and the remaining coefﬁcients vanish. Hence
P(SH(n, p, h), ) = n −
(
k
1
)
n−h+1 +
(
k
2
)
n−h−p+1 − · · · + (−1)r
(
k
r
)
n−h−(r−1)p+1 + · · · + (−1)k = n +
n−h+p+1
∑k
r=1 (−1)r
(
k
r
)
−pr = n + n−h+p+1((1 − −p)k − 1) = (p − 1)k + pk(h−p − ). 
Note that for p = h− 1, SH(n, h− 1, h) is an h-uniform hypertree and its chromatic polynomial (3) coincides with
the expression given by (2).
Theorem 2.2. Let n=h+ (k− 1)p, where h3, k1 and 1ph− 1. Then SH(n, p, h) is h-chromatically unique
for every 1ph − 2; for p = h − 1 SH(n, h − 1, h) is h-chromatically unique for k = 1 or k = 2 but it has not this
property for k3.
Proof. Let H be an h-hypergraph such that
P(H, ) = n + n−h+p+1
k∑
r=1
(−1)r
(
k
r
)
−pr .
Since the order of a hypergraph is determined by the leading term of the chromatic polynomial, it follows that H must
have order n. Any subhypergraph of H with n vertices and n − h + 1 components must contain only one edge. From
(1) we deduce that an−h+1 = −N(n − h + 1, 1) = −|E(H)|, hence H has exactly k edges. The case p = 1 follows
from Theorem 1.3. Let p be such that 2ph − 2. It is clear that every subhypergraph of H with n vertices has
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two kinds of components: isolated vertices and components including at least h vertices. The components including
at least h vertices will be called major components. If such a hypergraph has at least two major components then it
contains at most n − 2h + 2 components and this bound is reached when the components are two disjoint edges and
n − 2h isolated vertices. Hence if ph − 2 we have n − h − p + 1>n − 2h + 2, which implies that all coefﬁcients
an−h+1, . . . , an−h−p+1 are given by (1), where all subhypergraphs of H contain only one major component. This is
also true for the case p = h − 1, but only for coefﬁcients an−h+1, . . . , an−h−p+2, and this remark will be useful later.
Note that N(n − h, j) counts the subhypergraphs consisting of a subset Y of vertices (the major component) and
n − h − 1 isolated vertices, where Y ⊂ V (H), |Y | = h + 1. Suppose that Y contains exactly j edges (j2). In this
case its contribution to the sum deﬁning an−h is precisely
∑j
r=2 (−1)r
(
j
r
)
= j − 1, because for each r2 the union
of any r edges included in Y equals Y. If we denote by r(Y ) the number of edges included in Y, we can write
∑
|Y |=h+1,r(Y )2
(r(Y ) − 1) = an−h = 0. (4)
It follows that no suchY can exist, or equivalently, for any two distinct edges E,F we have |E ∪ F |h+ 2. Consider
now a subset Y ⊂ V (H), |Y |=h+2. If E,F ∈ E(H), E = F and E,F ⊂ Y we get E∪F =Y since |E∪F |h+2.
Since an−h−1 = 0 we deduce in the same way that |E ∪F |h+ 3 and by induction we obtain that for any two distinct
edges E,F ∈ E(H) we have |E ∪ F |h + p.
Let now Y ⊂ V (H), |Y |=h+p such thatY contains exactly j edges, j2. Since every two distinct edgesE,F ⊂ Y
verify E ∪ F = Y we can write
∑
|Y |=h+p,r(Y )2
(r(Y ) − 1) =
(
k
2
)
. (5)
We have j − 1
(
j
2
)
for every j2 with equality only for j = 2, hence r(Y )− 1p(Y ), where p(Y ) denotes the
number of unordered pairs of edges contained by Y. It follows that
∑
|Y |=h+p,r(Y )2
(r(Y ) − 1)
∑
|Y |=h+p
p(Y )
(
k
2
)
, (6)
since any pair of edges M, N with the property that M ∪ N = Y is counted only once, relatively to Y = M ∪ N . From
(5) and (6) we deduce that r(Y ) = 2 for any Y ⊂ V (H), |Y | = h + p satisfying r(Y )2, and for every two distinct
edges E1, E2 ∈ E(H) we have |E1 ∪E2| = h+ p. This implies that every spanning subhypergraph of H has only one
major component.
Because an−h−p = 0 we consider a subset Y ⊂ V (H), |Y | =h+p+ 1. N(h+p+ 1, j) counts the subhypergraphs
consisting of a subsetY of vertices (the major component) and n− h− p − 1 isolated vertices, where |Y | = h+ p + 1
and Y contains exactly j edges. We have r(Y ) = j3 since for every two distinct edges E1, E2, |E1 ∪ E2| = h + p.
Also, for every three distinct edges E1, E2, E3 ⊂ Y we get E1 ∪E2 ∪E3 = Y since otherwise |E1 ∪E2 ∪E3| = h+p
and by denoting Z = E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3, one deduces r(Z) = 3, a contradiction. As above, the contribution of Y to the
coefﬁcient an−h−p equals
j∑
r=3
(−1)r
(
j
r
)
= j − 1 −
(
j
2
)
 − 1
for every j3. We can write
an−h−p =
∑
|Y |=h+p+1,r(Y )3
(
r(Y ) − 1 −
(
r(Y )
2
))
= 0.
It follows that for every such subset Y we have r(Y ) = 0 since otherwise we would have an−h−p < 0. Consequently,
every three distinct edges E1, E2, E3 of H verify
|E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3|>h + p + 1. (7)
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By induction, since an−h−p = an−h−p−1 = · · · = an−h−2p+2 = 0, we shall obtain that for every three distinct edges
E1, E2, E3 ∈ E(H) we have
|E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3|>h + 2p − 1. (8)
If p = 2 then (8) coincides with (7). Let p3 and suppose that for every s, ps2p − 3 and every three distinct
edges E1, E2, E3 of H we have
|E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3|>h + s + 1.
Consider a subhypergraph ofHwith n vertices having n−h−s−1 components: one major componentY, |Y |=h+s+2,
r(Y )> 0 and n− h− s − 2 isolated vertices. IfY contains exactly j edges we deduce j3 since for every two distinct
edges E1, E2 ∈ E(H) we have |E1 ∪ E2| = h + p<h + s + 2. Also, for every three distinct edges E1, E2, E3 ⊂ Y
we have E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3 = Y since |E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3|>h + s + 1. We deduce
an−h−s−1 =
∑
|Y |=h+s+2,r(Y )3
(
r(Y ) − 1 −
(
r(Y )
2
))
= 0,
which implies, as above, r(Y ) = 0. This means that for every three distinct edges E1, E2, E3 ∈ E(H) we have
|E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3|>h + s + 2. For s = 2p − 3 we get (8).
We shall prove that the set of edges of H induces a hypergraph isomorphic to SH(n, p, h). For this let us consider
two edges E1, E2. It follows that |E1 ∪ E2| = h + p, hence there exist Z ⊂ V (H), |Z| = h − p and X1 ⊂ E1,
X2 ⊂ E2 such that X1 ∩ X2 = ∅, |X1| = |X2| = p, E1 = Z ∪ X1 and E2 = Z ∪ X2. Let E3 ∈ E(H), E3 = E1, E2.
We obtain that |E1 ∩ E3| = |E2 ∩ E3| = h − p. By denoting q = |Z ∩ E3|, k = |E3\(E1 ∪ E2)|, it follows that
|E3 ∩X1| = |E3 ∩X2| = h−p − q. Since |E3| = h this yields q + 2(h−p − q)+ k = h, or k = 2p + q − h. Because
h− 2pqh−p we get 0kp. Assuming kp− 1 one obtains |E1 ∪E2 ∪E3| =h+p+ kh+ 2p− 1,which
contradicts (8). It follows k=p and q=h−p, henceE3 =Z∪X3, where |X3|=p andX3 ∩ (E1 ∪E2)=∅. In the same
way we can deduce that if E(H) includes edges (Z∪Xi)1 i s , where Z ⊂ V (H), |Z|=h−p, |X1|= . . .=|Xs |=p
and Z,X1, . . . , Xs are disjoint, then s < k implies that any new edge E different from any edge Z ∪ Xi has the form
Z∪Xs+1, where |Xs+1|=p andXs+1 is disjoint fromZ,X1, . . . , Xs . Consequently, the edges ofH induce a hypergraph
isomorphic to SH(n, p, h).
Finally, let p = h − 1. If k = 1 then n = h, hence H has a unique edge covering all vertices and it is isomorphic
to SH(h, h − 1, h). If k = 2 we have seen that the coefﬁcients an−h+1 = · · · = an−h−p+2 are computed by (1) and
the subhypergraphs occurring there have only one major component. This implied that for any two distinct edges
E1, E2 ∈ E(H), |E1 ∪ E2|2h − 1. But k = 2 implies n = 2h − 1, hence E1 ∪ E2 = V (H). This means that
H is isomorphic to SH(2h − 1, h − 1, h), the linear h-hypergraph consisting of two edges with a common vertex.
Consequently, for p = h − 1 and k = 1 or k = 2 SH(n, p, h) is h-chromatically unique.
If k3 there exists one (for k = 3) and at least three (for k4) nonisomorphic h-uniform hypertrees with k edges
which are not isomorphic to the star SH(n, h− 1, h), all having the same chromatic polynomial by Lemma 1.2. Hence
for k3, SH(n, h − 1, h) is not h-chromatically unique, which concludes the proof.
Note that the proof used only 2p coefﬁcients of the chromatic polynomial for identifying the h-hypergraph SH
(n, p, h). 
In the next section we shall produce a hypergraph of order n and size k + 1 which is not h-uniform, having the same
chromatic polynomial as SH(n, p, h) for every p, k2.
3. SH(n, p, h) is not chromatically unique for every p, k2
Theorem 3.1. For every p, k2 the sunﬂower hypergraph SH(n, p, h) is not chromatically unique.
Proof. Let H be the h-uniform sunﬂower hypergraph SH(n, p, h) deﬁned as above. We shall deﬁne another Sperner
hypergraph H1 which is not h-uniform such that P(H1, ) = P(H, ). For this consider two distinct vertices u, v ∈
V (H)\X and two distinct edges A,B ∈ E(H) such that u ∈ A and v ∈ B. Now B is replaced by the edge B1 =
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Fig. 1.
(B ∪ {u})\{v} and a new edge C1 is deﬁned by C1 = X ∪ (AB1) ∪ {v}, where  denotes the symmetric difference
(|C1| = h + p − 1). We have V (H1) = V (H) and E(H1) = E(H) ∪ {B1, C1}\{B}.
This construction is represented in Fig. 1, where n=12, h=6, p=3, k=3, u=a11, v=a12 and the vertex and edge
sets of H1 are V (H1)={x1, . . . , x12} and E(H1)={A1, B1, C1,D1}, respectively (in fact H1 in Fig. 1 is a hypergraph
isomorphic to the hypergraph H1 deﬁned above).
We shall prove that P(H, ) = P(H1, ) in two ways: (i) by showing that there exists a bijection F between the set
of -colorings f of H1 and the set of -colorings  of H and (ii) by calculating directly P(H1, ) (a way suggested by
the referee).
(i) This bijection will be done for the case of hypergraphs in Fig. 1, the general case can be treated on a similar way
in an obvious manner.
We deﬁne F(f ) = , where (ai) = f (xi) for every i = 11, 12 and (a11) = f (x12),(a12) = f (x11) if f (x1) =
f (x2) = f (x3) = f (x9) = f (x10) = f (x12) (case a) and (ai) = f (xi) for i = 1, . . . , 12 otherwise (case b). First we
will show that  is a -coloring of H. If the case a holds then the colors of the vertices of D by  are the colors of the
vertices of D1 by f and they cannot coincide; the colors of B are the colors of B1 since (a12)= f (x11) and the colors
of A are the colors of C1 since (a11) = f (x12) and f (x9) = f (x10) = f (x12) by the hypothesis of the case a.
If the case b holds then the colors of A by  are the colors of A1 by f, the colors of D by  are the colors of D1 by f
and the colors of B are f (x1), f (x2), f (x3), f (x9), f (x10), f (x12). But these colors cannot coincide by the deﬁnition
of the case b. It follows that  is a -coloring of H.
We shall prove that F is a bijection. Suppose that there exist two -colorings f1, f2 of H1 such that f1 = f2
but F(f1) = 1 = 2 = F(f2). By the deﬁnition of F we deduce that f1(x11) = f2(x11) or f1(x12) = f2(x12)
since 1(ai) = f1(xi) and 2(ai) = f2(xi) for every i = 11, 12, hence f1(xi) = f2(xi) for every i = 11, 12.
Let f1(x11) =  and f2(x11) =  = . Because F(f1) = F(f2) it follows that the colorings f1 and f2 cannot
verify the same case (a or b), so without loss of generality we may suppose that f1 is in the case a and f2 is in
the case b. This means that f1(x1) = f1(x2) = f1(x3) = f1(x9) = f1(x10) = f1(x12) and 1(x11) = f1(x12). But
1(x11) = 2(x11) = f2(x11), hence f1(x12) = f2(x11). We have seen that f1(xi) = f2(xi) for every i = 11, 12,
hence f2(x1) = f2(x2) = f2(x3) = f2(x9) = f2(x10) = f2(x11), which implies that the colors of the vertices of B1 by
the -coloring f2 coincide, a contradiction. The case f1(x12) = f2(x12) can be treated on a similar way. Hence F is
injective.
It remains to prove that F is a surjection. Let  be a -coloring of H. We deﬁne f (xi) = (ai) for every i = 11, 12
and f (x11)=(a12), f (x12)=(a11) if(a1)=(a2)=(a3)=(a9)=(a10)=(a11) (case a1) and f (xi)=(ai)
for every 1 i12 otherwise (case b1). We will show that f is a -coloring of H1 and F(f ) = .
In the case a1 let =(a1)=(a2)=(a3)=(a9)=(a10)=(a11); since B is not monochromatic by the coloring
 it follows that (a12)= = . Because f (x11)=(a12)=we deduce that A1 and B1 are not monochromatic by f;
also D1 is not monochromatic by f since the colors of D1 by f coincide with the colors of D by . The subset of vertices
x7, x8, x1, x2, x3, x12 ofC1 has the colors f (x7)=(a7), f (x8)=(a8), f (x1)=(a1), f (x2)=(a2), f (x3)=(a3)
and f (x12) = (a11), i.e., the colors of A by  which implies that C1 is not monochromatic by f.
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In the case b1 the edge B1 is not monochromatic by f from the deﬁnition of this case; also A1 and D1 are not
monochromatic by f. The set of colors of the vertices of C1 by f contains the set of colors of the vertices of B by ,
hence also C1 is not monochromatic by f.
It remains to verify that F(f ) = . Let F(f ) = 1. In the case a1 we have (a1) = (a2) = (a3) = (a9) =
(a10) = (a11) and f (xi) = (ai) for every i = 11, 12 and f (x11) = (a12), f (x12) = (a11). It follows that
f (x1)= f (x2)= f (x3)= f (x9)= f (x10)= f (x12) hence the case a applies and 1(ai)= f (xi) for every i = 11, 12
and1(a11)=f (x12),1(a12)=f (x11).Wededuce1(ai)=(ai) for every i = 11, 12 and1(a11)=(a11),1(a12)=
(a12), hence = 1.
In the case b1 we have f (xi) = (ai) for every 1 i12. If f (x1) = f (x2) = f (x3) = f (x9) = f (x10) = f (x12)
(case a) this would imply that the edge B of H is monochromatic by , a contradiction. We deduce that the coloring f
is in the case b, hence 1(ai) = f (xi) = (ai) for every 1 i12.
One concludes that F(f ) =  and the proof is complete on this way.
(ii) We shall count the -colorings of H1 by considering the following cases:
(1) X is not monochromatic; (2) X is monochromatic and u has the same color, and (3) X is monochromatic and u
has a different color.
(1) In this case the number of -colorings equals pk(h−p − ).
(2) Since X ∪ {u} is monochromatic, it can be colored in  ways; the remaining vertices of the petals different from
A and B1 can be colored in (p − 1)k−2 ways; the vertices included in (A\(X ∪ {u}))∪ (B1\(X ∪ {u})) in (p−1 − 1)2
ways. In every such coloring edge C1 is not monochromatic, hence v can be colored in  ways, thus giving a total of
2(p − 1)k−2(p−1 − 1)2 -colorings.
(3) The setX∪{u} can be colored in (−1)ways and the remaining vertices of the petals different fromA andB1 can
be colored in (p−1)k−2 ways.BecauseC1 cannot bemonochromatic, if the vertices from (A\(X∪{u}))∪(B1\(X∪{u}))
have the same color as the vertices from X, then v can be colored in −1 ways. Otherwise, these vertices can be colored
in 2p−2 − 1 ways and v in  ways. In this case the number of -colorings of H1 is equal to (− 1)(p − 1)k−2(−
1 + (2p−2 − 1)) = (− 1)(p − 1)k−2(2p−1 − 1). It follows that P(H1, ) = pk(h−p − ) + (p − 1)k = P
(H, ). 
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